Affiliate Marketer Toolkit
on Steroids

Best Digital Marketing Tools
To Boost Your Sales

What is Affiliate Marketing?

Affiliate marketing is the process of earning money
(commissions) every time you promote a company’s
products or services and drive a sale. You only get paid every
time you drive a sale, just like a commission-only sales
representative.
Now before I dive into affiliate marketing, let me tell you
why you should care.
Affiliate marketing is a global industry worth well over $12
billion. Not only AM is growing fast, but it is already a
massive global industry. In 2018 it was worth over $12
billion, with the US and the EU leading the way.
These tools can help your business performance in the long
run, whether your are an affiliate marketer, or simply have
an online business

W-seotools- All in One ToolFree Digital Marketing &
Online Business Tools

At w-ecom we have made the commitment to help people use
premium free online w-seotools to be able to boost their online
business, we have designed this all in one tool mainly because not
everybody on the internet can afford premium paid tools, especially
in some areas of the globe where even $30/m subscription can make
a significant difference on the budget of a new entrepreneur/startup
Have a look to some of our tools:
 Article re-writer
 Plagiarism Checker
 Meta Tag Generator
 Link Analyzer

 L-inkemee
 Email Privacy
 Server Status Checker
 XML site map generator
 Domain Authority Checker

L-inkmee.com- More Than
Just a Shortener

One tool everyone working online should use, whether you are an affiliate
marketer or a blogger, URL shortener services can make a huge difference in
your online business
L-inkmee helps you track your affiliate links to help you re-target your
audience with your marketing campaigns

Let’s see what are some of the features that L-inkmee has to offer:
 Track your marketing campaigns
 Target and re-target your audience with pixel
 Track where your link clicks are coming from for better laser targeting
campaign

 Cloak and brand your links smoothly
The good news is that you can enjoy the power of L-inkmee with a totally
free starting plan

Pexel- Unsplash-PixabayFreepik

These are some of the most popular visual content
plaforms, they are used by millions of people every month,
because of the great looking photos, videos , vectors,
Check them out,:

 Pexel
 Unsplash
 Pixabay
 Freepik

Affiliate Marketing
What is Your Favorite Tool?

Tools are becoming every day more popular, why? Well,
because every affiliate marketer or online business owner
needs some software in order to perform the daily tasks, the
begin with, we have bluehost, an hosting company that have
been in the game long time, it is a great choice if you’re
planning to build your website, then to promote your
services/products you will need an email marketing tool,
Constant Contact helps you build and automate your email
marketing campaigns
Every person who works online use or know Canva, now I agree
that is one of the best tool for visual content,(however some
features are paid) but as we said we have made the
commitment to provide you with the best and free tools
available on the market, so for visual content we use freepik
and then to modify those content we use pixlr it is similar to
photoshop but first is free and then is much easier touse

Are you enjoying the Toolkit?
If you need help contact me at
fabrizio@w-ecom.com

